FIBLON HEAD REST COVERS ARE TOP HYGIENE
Fiblon head rest covers are antistatic, soft and breathable and have excellent opasity. Head rest covers are easy to
fasten and top hygiene. Profiled head rest cover is the excellent marketing channel and provides customers own
brand and visual look.

FIBLON DISPOSABLE HEAD REST COVERS ARE THE
BEST SOLUTION TO YOUR PASSANGER COMFORT
Head rest covers are an excellent way of strengthening the company image and
sending a specific message to the customers.
“We create individual products for our customers, and deliver the requested
amounts. Due to our unique business model, we can track consumption and
provide flexible service even when schedules are tight”, says Tuulia Ekberg,
Product Manager in Fiblon.
Come and try out Fiblon´s unique service consept!

Bacteria can linger on airplane surfaces for days
Disease-causing bacteria can linger on surfaces commonly found in airplane cabins for days, even up to a week, according to
research presented at the annual meeting of the American Society for Microbiology.
"Many air travelers are concerned about the risks of catching a disease from other passengers given the long time spent in
crowded air cabins," says Kiril Vaglenov, of Auburn University who presented the data. "This report describes the results of our
first step in investigating this potential problem."
In order for disease-causing bacteria to be transmitted from a cabin surface to a person, it must survive the environmental
conditions in the airplane. In the study Vaglenov and his colleagues tested the ability of two pathogens, methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and E. coli O157:H7 to survive on surfaces commonly found in airplanes. They obtained six
different types of material from a major airline carrier (armrest, plastic tray table, metal toilet button, window shade, seat pocket
cloth, and leather), inoculated them with the bacteria and exposed them to typical airplane conditions.
American Society for Microbiology, 20.5.2014
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LIFESTYLE CHOISES´ALSO ATTRACT FLYERS.
Fiblon Future Concepts designed two different and easily implementable themes for consumers that make leisure time
comforts a part of the flight trip. The themes are super sports moments in the sky and the travel as an enjoyable spa
experience. The contents of both concepts can be easily implemented by reshaping basic services and using Fiblon´s
high-quality fibre-based products.
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THE SKY CAN BE COMFORTABLE

SPORT // Superbowl, Formula 1, Champions
League, ice hockey… Results service, good oldfashioned food and a beer – could the return fllght be
any better?

THE SKY CAN BE RELAXING
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SPA // Relaxition, healthy food and drinks, and light and
oxygen therapy with relaxing music, for example make
flying enjoyable.

Our Fiblon Future Concepts Team at your service!
More information:
Eerik Korpunen, Director, Business Development, eerik.korpunen@fiblon.com,
tel. +358 50 3645 404

